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Engineering guide 1- 300 vanilla

1-300 engineering guide vanilla.
The recipe will become green at 30, so you will need more than 90 raw stones to reach level 40. FAI 10 of these explosives to reach 245 engineering. Coarse explosion powder X20 (1x coarse stone) every recipe that involves the stone often turns green rather quickly. You can and indeed you probably need much more to get them all the way to 300.ã,
this list takes the level up most of the time from a yellow recipe, but anticipate not skilling up several times by a green recipe. Warning, because these triggers are not stable. Dense Blasting Powder X10 (2x Dense Stone) This will be the final recipe of the stone, which deals with dense stones. You will need at least 90 torium bars to get to 290, but you
will probably need more than 100 to do it, since the recipe becomes yellow at 280. Save these bad guys to throw your enemies or list them on the home of auctions . Blue, green or red X50 fireworks (1x Heavy leather + 1x Heavy Blasting Powder) Now that you are an experienced engineer, you will make fireworks! Why would you do an expert
engineer? Big Bronze Bombs X5 (2x Heavy Blasting Powder + 3x Bronze Bar + 1x Silver Contact) You have just made the small bronze bomb, but now you will make the big guy! The big bronze bomb makes more damage and stuns enemies in a larger area. Now you can create devices such as Mithril Mechanical Dragonling, the Arcanite Dragonling
and Ultrasafe Transporter: Gadgetzan. Small bronze bomb X10 (1x wool cloth + 1x silver contact + 4x coarse explosion powder + 2x bronze bar) Now make your second explosives game! Not only the small bronze bombs inflict damage, but they also have the effect of stun all the enemies affected! This makes the bomb an excellent utility tool, so keep
them in for the next time you’ll be surrounded by enemies for a quick escape. Weak flow can be purchased from a blacksmith or engineering supplies supplier found in all major cities. Deal in business. business. And stun for one more second. If you learn and train mining from 1 to 300, then you’ll probably collect most of the materials you’ll need to
reach 300 engineers. Mithril tubes are used in several cool gadget recipes, so definitely save them for later. This will save you a lot of money. Big Boomsticks x10 (1x copper pipe + 1x copper bolt fist + 1x wood stock) The final stage of the engineering apprentice will present a central aspect of the profession ÂÂ explosives! Your first batch will include
10 raw boomsticks. Silver Contacts x10 (1x Silver Bar) Now you can create another part for future recipes. Micro-Regulator Gyromatic x1 (4x Steel Bar) The second tool you’ll need as an engineer! This is a gyromatic micro-regulator! Don’t you have one in your tool kit at home? Approach 50 dense stones just to be safe. You’ll need over 80 coarse
stones to make sure this happens. The last thing you want is to have sold a material you now need. Mandatory mats: * = will be created during this guide. Mithril Gyro-Shot x5 (2x Mithril Bar + 2x Solid Blasting Powder) At this point, you are very close to reaching the end! It makes some powerful gyroscopic mitril ammunition, which adds a whole 5.0
DPS to any gun. You can sell them or save them to make some small engineering toys. The first tool is a bow wrench, and it will also give you a skill! You only need one. Regardless of the color, you will want to make fireworks until you reach 175 engineers. You’ve already made copper pipes and copper bolts before, so you’ll only have to buy wood
stocks from an engineering supply supplier. Mithril Tubes x10 (3x Mithril Bar) Once again you will make tubes! These tubes are mithril, but you won’t need them for any recipes found in this guide. Engineering is distinguished by its emphasis on explosives and rockets. Alliance Alliance ll ¢Â uoy emoc 01 eraf id aredisnoc am ,airengegni 012 a eravirra
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can also create an engineer. Mithril X10 Wrap (3x Mithril Bar) This is when engineering really starts to get expensive, because © Mithril and Thorium Bars DonÃ¢â¬â¢ Keep it cheap. Until you reach 150 engineers, where you train it does not matter, but after that you need to train with specific trainers who offer a higher level of training. I only need
10 years to reach 105 engineers, but consider doing 15 here as you will need an extra 5 to complete all the recipes in this guide. Make sure you don't sell or destroy these copper bolts as you need them later! Make 10 and call it a day. Journeyman (75-150) Ã¢â¬ "Very few limits on where you can train. It may not want 50 heavy leather, but the recipe
turns green at 162, leaving you several levels still to go. Many recipes will be yellow and green when they are created, the amounts so exact can vary. Here's where you can find them: Apprentice (1-75) ¬ "any major city! Just ask a guard where the engineering trainer is and follow the icon on your map. ArcLight Spanner X1 (6x Copper Bar) very
similar to enchanting, engineering also requires a special tool to create some of the recipes. Surely save these or sell them on the auction house, because © are needed to create some of the best guns and scope available to players. This includes Darnassus, Ironforge and Stormwind for alliance and underestimate and orgrimmar for Horde players.
Unstable Trigger X5 (1x Mithril Bar + 1x MAGEWEAVE Card + 1x solid sandblasting powder) You are taken tubes, explosives, powders and tools, but now you are making a trigger. Heavy sandblasting powder X20 (1x Heavy Stone) Time for some stone transformation! Your goal is to achieve 145 levels of engineering, but you will need 75 heavy
sandblasting powder for the recipes in this guide. At 215, you can also switch to render instead of creating Mithril wraps while you need twice as many as you might end up in the next step. By making the commitment he does require players to hand in anything, but after that, they must create: 6x Mithril Tube 1x Extract 2x Advanced Target Dummy
To do so, the required materials are: These requirements are the same for both factions, and after handing them in, players will receive their Gnome Engineer Membership Card and learn Gnome Engineeringomish. Your exact amounts will vary depending on your luck, but here’s a rough estimate of what you’ll need: Mats Required: * = will be made
during this guide. Save all the stuff you make! Whether it’s bolts, tubes, gunpowder or tools, you’ll probably need most of what you’ll do for a future recipe. You will need 50 solid granules for future recipes, so consider making another 30 now to meet this requirement. Rough Blasting Powder x40 (1x Rough Stone) Your first recipe will be simple. You
can find this recipe available in limited quantities from engineering supplies suppliers in Ironforge and Orgrimmar. Thorium tubes x10 (6x thorium bar) You did it all the way and now you have to make the biggest and worst tube of all! You’ll have to make at least 10 tubes of thorium to get to 300. They can build bombs that stun all enemies, or even a
recombulator to cancel out a polymorphic effect! As an engineer, you will also have the flexibility to choose between Goblin and Gnomish engineering at the level of 200 abilities. A handful of copper bolts x10 (1x Copper Bar) The next recipe will be a component for future recipes. Big Iron Bomb x5 (3x Iron Bar + 3x Heavy Blasting Powder + 1x Silver
Contact) It’s not the first time you’ve built bombs, but they are the most powerful you’ve ever built. From there, everyone will ask the players to take the oath of secrecy and then show your work. Don’t forget to take over the engineering eradraug eradraug etnematulossa ebbervod is am ,adiug atseuq ni etavort ettecir el rep otseihcir Ãras non
inoizazzilaiceps el ebmartne ad ottaf otanaigitrA .051 a omissam ollevil ortsov li eratnemua When you finish your engineering level! Most of your engineering training will be found in the main cities to become a craftsman. In any case, reach 225 engineering and head to Gadgetzan to become a Buzzek Bracketswing craftsman engineer. Both players
can create green fireworks, but you will have to go to Ratchet to buy one from Gagsprocket. Copper tubes X14 (2x copper bar + 1x weak flow) YouÃ ¢ â € Â "14 copper tubes to be precise. There will also be lists of materials within each level 75 range, but those are for the minimum amount of materials required. Take 5 of these to close your
engineering. Congratulations on your new 300 engineering! Now go to train yourself with goblins and / or gnomes to learn even more unique and fun recipes! Gnomish Engineering is different from Goblin Engineering for his focus on the creation of small gadgets, such as the Gnomish Battle Chicken. You will find a list of total material below, which
should include every necessary item. You have to get to the 260 engineering, but you will surely need to create more than 10 dense blasting powder. Now, you can create lethal bombs such as the big and charge of the goblins sapper or equipment with useful effects such as Goblin rocket boots and the Goblin rocket helmet. Coarse blasting powder is
no exception, and you will want to get to 95 engineering from it. You want to make 15 bronze pipes, but you don't need it for any recipe in this guide. It takes only 4 steel bars and you will need only one. Expert (150-225) Ã ¢ â € â € â € â € "After reaching at least 125 engineering, alliance players must go to Springspindle Fizzlebear in Ironforge, and
Horde players must go to Roxxik in Orgrimmar for advanced techniques. Thorium Widget X30 (3x Thorium Bar + 1x Runecloth) now, you're probably these last 40 levels are not going to be cheap. The process to acquire a Membership Card Gnome Engineer Ã¨ Ã¨¨ The same for both factions, but it starts in their respective capitals. If you haven’t
already, be sure to learn expert engineering in Ironforge from Springspindle Fizzlebear if you’re Alliance, and Roxxik in Orgrimmar if you’re Horde. High Explosion Bomb x10 (2x Mithril casing + 1x unstable trigger + 2x solid explosion powder) If you thought your previous bombs were cool, think again! The high-explosion bomb also does more
damage than the large iron bomb, but stuns for the same duration. Each 75 levels will be divided into its own portion below, but here’s a complete spending list of every recommended material you’ll need to boost your engineering from 1 to 300. This makes it quite desirable for hunters, so consider selling it to the auction house to recoup some of
your investment. For this step, you will want to reach 235 engineers so you can make high explosive bombs. Solid Blasting Powder x15 (2x Solid Stone) Now you are moving on to the penultimate stone recipe. Any major city you’ve trained for engineering apprentice can also train you as a traveler. Disclaimer! Ã ̈ The materials listed are only estimates.
The stone is generally cheap, so go ahead and shoot for 75 to make up for future recipes. After collecting the initial quest from any coach, both factions will need to find Nixx Sprocketspring in Gadgetzan to continue the chain. Players of the horde can make red fireworks, while the Alliance can only make blue fireworks. One.
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